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Does liking lead to loving? When a
customer clicks the like button on a
brand’s Facebook page, what happens?
Is that customer then more predisposed
to have a favorable attitude towards the
brand? Is she more likely to purchase
products from that brand and tell others
about the brand, simply because she
liked the page? Or, does loving lead to
liking? Did that customer just like the
page because she already has an
established relationship with the brand? Additionally, if a customer likes a page, will her friends
be more motivated to like the brand, as well? Will this brand exposure lead her friends to start
making purchases? Or are a customer’s friends already predisposed to liking the brand because
they have similar tastes to the customer?
With the rise of social media, companies have poured financial and human resources into
creating and maintaining online brands. However, 87% of those who have invested in social
media marketing are not able to satisfactorily quantify the return on this investment. As we look
for ways to measure the success of our marketing efforts in social media, we ask questions like
those above. As consumers arbitrarily like pages, do those likes have value to a company? Or are
they merely the click of a button? If liking leads to loving, then it makes sense to focus
marketing efforts on increasing the number of customers that like your page. If loving leads to
liking, then a different approach would be more effective. We conducted a study to address these
questions, to provide a starting place for marketers to assess the value of a like, and to identify
what strategies are most effective.
Our Study
There are three potential effects that could impact the relationship between a customer’s online
association with a brand and their resulting behavior towards that brand. Using Starbucks as an
example, the first possibility is that joining Starbucks’ social network causes a consumer to buy
more coffee, or to tell others how much she loves Starbucks. This is called a treatment effect.
The second option is that a customer joins Starbucks’ Facebook page because she already has a
loyalty to the brand; however, the additional act of joining the online community causes that
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customer to buy more and rave more than those loyal customers who did not join the brand’s
social network page. This is a treatment-by-selection effect.
Finally, it is possible that a customer liked Starbucks’ page simply because she likes Starbucks.
In this case, liking the page would have no effect on the customer’s behavior. In other words,
liking the page would not increase her coffee purchases or willingness to recommend Starbucks
to others. It’s merely a badge of approval. This is a selection effect. Our study addresses the
impact of liking a brand’s Facebook page, in light of these three effects.
We also looked at secondary effects, which are the influences one customer’s online relationship
with a brand can have on her friends’ attitudes and behaviors toward the brand. There are two
potential effects at work here, as well. The first is a sort of treatment effect in that the act of a
consumer liking a page causes her friends to also like and purchase that brand. The alternative to
this is selection, in that friends of a consumer have similar tastes to their peer, and are thus
predisposed to like the brand.
In our first study, we look at pure treatment effects: does liking a brand’s Facebook page have
any effect on consumer attitude or behavior? Some of our participants were randomly
selected to be in a control group, others were merely asked to indicate whether or not they liked
Coca-Cola, and others were randomly selected to like the brand’s page. All participants were
asked to complete a survey measuring their favorability towards the brand. We compared the
results among the different groups and found no evidence of treatment effects, since the
favorability of those who liked the brand’s social page did not differ from those who were not
asked to like the page. We conducted additional experiments to see if the results were different if
the survey was completed after more time had elapsed, or if we used a more novel company. We
found the results of these additional studies to be consistent with those of our first study. In fact,
these additional results indicate a possible negative association between liking a brand and the
resulting outcomes.
Our second set of experiments was created to determine if liking a page has any effect on those
customers who are already predisposed to view the brand favorably, or if customers simply like a
page because they like the brand. We determined which participants were willing to like Pepsi’s
page. Then, we randomly selected some of those participants to be in a control group, some to
attempt to like the page (they were told they were unable to like the page due to an error and this
was a control group, as well), and some to actually like the page. As in the first experiment, we
used the favorability survey to assess and compare the attitudes and behaviors of our
participants.
There was no difference in favorability among the control, “error” control, or experimental
groups suggesting that liking a page still does not have any positive effect on consumer behavior,
even if they already favor the brand. However, favorability among those participants that were
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willing to like or had already liked the brand was higher than that of those who were unwilling to
like the brand. This suggests that selection effects are present, as we expected.
We ran additional experiments to determine whether liking a page would have a positive effect
on consumer favorability when paired with advertising or if a longer time elapsed. Advertising
itself was effective, but when combined with liking it still had no significant effect on brand
favorability. Additionally, results showed that even over time, favorability was not affected by
being a part of a brand’s network. Thus, there is no evidence to suggest that liking a brand on
Facebook improves marketing outcomes, even if the consumer is already fond of the brand.
However, as mentioned above, those who were willing to like Pepsi’s page or those who had
already liked it did demonstrate more favorability than those who were unwilling to like it. This
is evidence for a selection effect, or the fact that liking a page does not affect marketing
outcomes like consumer behavior and attitude. Our evidence suggests that consumers like brand
pages just because they like the brand.
In our third experiment, we looked at
the effect that a consumer’s affinity for
a brand would have on her friend’s
attitudes toward that same brand. We
asked consumers to provide us with the
names and email addresses of three
friends. Those friends were then
assigned to one of three groups and sent
a coupon for a free deluxe sample set of
Grace Choi BB Cream. In the first
group, they were told that their friend
was sending them a free sample. In the
second, they were told that their friend
liked the product and was sending them a free sample. Finally, in the third condition they were
told that their friend had liked the brand on Facebook and was sending them a free sample.
Results showed that the friends of customers were more likely to exhibit positive responses to
the brand when they were told that their friend had liked the product in real life, not just on
Facebook.
Implications
Overall, our studies demonstrate that liking a brand’s Facebook page does not have a direct
positive effect on marketing outcomes, such as consumer behavior and attitude toward the brand.
Several implications arise from the results of our studies.
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Because simply liking a brand’s page does not seem to have any effect on resulting attitude and
behavior, marketers should target their social networking efforts. Importantly however, our
results do not imply that Facebook likes are entirely useless to marketers. Rather, likes can
impact consumer attitudes and behavior, if they are used properly. The key is to use the like to
spark further engagement with the brand. Real estate agents can apply this information to
increase the effectiveness of their social media networks, particularly Facebook.
First, encourage involvement. Post a question and ask your clients to respond. Encourage clients
to engage in discussion with each other. Consider sharing helpful information about the
intimidating parts of home buying, such as financing options. In addition to encouraging
involvement, this will also increase your credibility. Ask customers to post pictures of homes
they like, or to share pictures of features they are looking for in a home. Post a picture of you
with your clients meeting for the first time at a local coffeehouse and post another one when
they’ve found their dream home. Feature your clients on your site, make them feel unique and
valuable. Do they volunteer in the community? Post about it. Did they just have a major career
victory? Share their accomplishment. Working with football fans? Wish their team good luck on
game day. Wish them a happy birthday. Get your clients involved with you and with other clients
who like your page.
Second, encourage friendship. Consider how your followers’ actions are affecting their friends.
Encourage them to make meaningful recommendations to their friends, preferably offline and in
person. Ask one of your former clients to host a coffee hour or game night in their new home.
Invite current clients to bring their friends to meet you. Or, at Christmastime, decorate empty
homes and fill them with music, lights, and cookies. Do a local homes tour and encourage your
clients to bring their friends. Create social opportunities for clients to introduce friends to you,
and for them to make positive recommendations.
So the key is to support likes with other marketing activities, including active management of
your social media sites. However, our final recommendation for real estate agents is to not
overinvest in social media marketing. Don’t neglect other forms of marketing and relationshipbuilding. It might be worth considering how much time you are spending on social media versus
how much time you are spending face-to-face with potential clients. Continue building
relationships and using traditional marketing to further increase referrals.
Conclusion
Loving leads to liking. This is what we primarily found in our studies. For real estate
professionals who are managing social media efforts, Facebook likes can be valuable, but not for
the obvious reasons. Likes can have value in opening the door to more meaningful interactions. If
real estate professionals want to maximize social media marketing efforts, we recommend using
likes to create community. Encourage clients to put forth effort to connect with your brand, to be
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involved with your online community, and to recommend your brand to their friends. This is
how you can increase the chances that liking leads to loving.
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